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Personal experience is undoubtedly the best way to learn 
something, whether it be how to place gear, how to train 
hard and stay injury free or how to pick the best crash 
pad for the job in hand. All of us at Moon have learned 
the answers to these and many other questions, and 
we're still discovering stuff. We certainly don’t claim to 
know everything, but we want to share what we do know.

I hope you enjoy what’s on offer and that you benefit in 
some way from the products and information you find.

Performance counts, and today's elites need to get the 
absolute best from their gear – whether it’s hardware or 
clothing. It needs to be slick, robust and utterly dependable. 
I am interested in both substance and style, and I want a say 
in the climbing products I use daily. I feel I have the insight to 
design products that people want and which will help them 
get the most from their climbing, whatever their level. 

The Moon team are all dedicated, talented climbers  
with a broad range of expertise to draw on.  

MOON CLIMBING

I have committed my life to climbing. I have travelled 
the world for the past 30 years, climbing with some of 
the world’s greatest and at times leading the way.

Moon is rooted  
firmly in climbing. 
The brand melds 
functionality with 
uncluttered, clean  
lines, making a  
strong yet subtle 
statement. 

Front Cover
Katja Vidmar bouldering in Trnovo ob Soci, Slovenia
Photographer: Gasper Bratina
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JURA PANT 
AT  A GLANCE
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Fabric is soft and stretchy

Diamond gusset for freedom     
of movement

Harness friendly waistband

Slim fit
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CLOTHING MENS

CYPHER PANT 10-134

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours:  Charcoal Black, Heliotrope Purple,  

Dark Olive, Buckthorn, Punch

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant 

• Integrated belt for adjustable waist 

• Snap pockets and generous back pocket for your  

personal effects

• Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom  

of movement

• Concealed ankle adjustment so you can see your feet

• Distinctive Moon logo heat transfer

• Versatile design, our best selling pant 

THE CYPHER SERIES

Now with stretch!! Our best-selling Cypher series and 
a perennial favourite has been updated based on your 
feedback. The fabric is a mid-weight poly/cotton blend 
for durability. It’s quick drying and wind resistant, perfect 
for cool days on the rock. The tried and tested articulated 
knee, diamond gusset and adjustable hem means as 
much freedom of movement as ever, but a new slimmer 
fit gives them a cleaner line. Clever tweaks mean that the 
adjustable hem is now fully integrated, so you won’t ever 
see or tread on the shock cord, and a new integrated 
belt means you can synch in when the going gets tough. 
We’ve included snap pockets on the hips and generous 
back pockets for your personal effects. Distinctive Moon 
branding features on the trim with a discrete Moon logo 
on the thigh.

10-134  |  10-135  |  10-136

CYPHER SHORT 10-136

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Buckthorn, Midnight, Punch 

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant 

• Integrated belt for adjustable waist 

• Snap pockets and generous back pocket for your  

personal effects

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement

• Distinctive Moon logo heat transfer 

CYPHER 3/4 10-135

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours:  Buckthorn, Heliotrope Purple

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant 

• Integrated belt for adjustable waist 

• Snap pockets and generous back pocket for your  

personal effects

• Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom  

of movement

• Distinctive Moon logo heat transfer 
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SAMURAI PANT 10-137

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Black, Midnight Blue, Tango, Classic Green 

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant 

• Harness friendly flat elasticated waist 

• Low profile side pockets for your personal effects

• Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Elasticated leg hem

• Distinctive Moon branding

• No side seam to reduce bulk around the waist and hip area  

whilst wearing a harness

• Pared down, clean design

SAMURAI SHORT 10-138

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Black, Classic Green, Tango

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant 

• Harness friendly flat elasticated waist 

• Low profile side pockets for your personal effects

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive Moon branding

• No side seam to reduce bulk around the waist and hip area  

whilst wearing a harness

• Pared down, clean design

THE SAMURAI SERIES

Now with stretch!! Ideal for hot rock outings (or getting sweaty indoors), the Samurai range 
is easy to pull on and easy on the eye. Made from light-weight, quick-drying yet tough 
fabric, the design incorporates the articulated knee and diamond gusset that make Moon 
pants so easy to climb in, while the flat elasticated waist and low-profile pockets mean they 
fit neatly under a harness. The trousers have an elasticated ankle, so there’s no annoying 
flapping, and no excuses that you can’t see your feet. Moon branding is discreet, with 
contrasting trim and logo. This is a pared down, clean design aimed at serious sun rock 
seekers who want to get on with the job in hand with minimal fuss. 

10-138  |  10-137

CLOTHING MENS
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Ben Moon on Rainshadow, 9a, Malham Cove 
Photographer: Steve Lewis
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CRUCIBLE PANT 10-150

Styled for everyday living with design features aimed at boulderers, the 
Crucible pant is a versatile, hardwearing addition to the Moon line. The 
relaxed, straight leg cut makes them easy to wear, while the panel gusset 
and articulated knee mean they won’t restrict your flow over rock or plastic. 
Talking of flow, there are also ventilation eyelets on the inside leg to help you 
keep your cool. Beyond the usual functionality and quality, discrete branding 
on the trim further ties the product in to the Moon stable. Set to become a 
classic, up there with the Cypher pant.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Buckthorn, Covert Green 

Fabric:  97% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Routes/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, hardwearing

• Relaxed straight leg 

• Panel gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive moon branded trims and rivets with moon heritage leather badge

• Classic 5 pocket design and integrated, adjustable belt

• Zip fly with button closure

• Articulated knees and ventilation eyelets on inside leg

ABELL CORD PANT 10-151

Made from hardwearing, stretchy cord and highly versatile, Abell pants look 
the part anywhere. Cut to a relaxed, straight-leg fit with four pockets, a zip 
fly and button closure, they are easy to wear, while the partially elasticated 
waistband and belt loops mean you can adjust the fit so they sit comfortably. 
Subtle design features, such as articulated knees, a panel gusset and 
ventilation eyelets on the inside leg, make them ideal for bouldering 
before heading out into town or country, chalk dust aside. Distinctive Moon 
branding on the trim and a Moon heritage leather badge say what’s needed 
about the quality – when it’s this good, there’s no need to shout. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Dark Olive 

Fabric:  97% Cotton 3% Elastane 

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/crossover

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, hardwearing

• Slim fit 

• Panel gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive moon branded trims and rivets with moon heritage leather badge

• 4 pocket design and zip fly with button closure

• Partially elasticated waistband with beltloops

• Contrasting stitching and lining detail

• Articulated knees and ventilation eyelets on inside leg

JURA PANT 10-149

Blending functionality with style, the Jura Pant incorporates the features that 
make other Moon pants work so well for climbers in a contemporary slim 
fitting design that feels bang up to the mark. The soft mid-weight cotton 
is mixed with elastane for stretch, and the articulated knee and diamond 
gusset mean you can move freely whatever your medium. The flat, elastic 
waistband fits neatly under a harness, and the low-profile pockets with stitch 
detail give easy access with minimal hassle. Branding is low key reinforcing 
the modern look.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Twill, Purple Potion, Golden 

Fabric:  97% Cotton 3% Elastane 

Purpose / Activity: Routes/bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is soft feel mid weight cotton with elastane for stretch 

• Flat harness friendly elastic waistband for optimal comfort

• Flat low profile front and back pockets with stitch details 

• Contemporary slim fit leg 

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive moon branding with screen print logo on RHS pocket

• Articulated knees 

CLOTHING MENSCLOTHING MENS
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HUBBLE X SLIM FIT JEAN 10-133

True to the distinctive Moon look, where less is more, these jeans make a 
powerful statement. Slim fit and with an urban feel, the stretchy, heavy duty fabric 
and clever design give a functionality that most jeans lack when it comes to 
moving on rock. Branding on the pockets and the discreet leather badge fits 
with our understated approach. The Moon screenprint on the turnups says  
more, if you want.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Indigo

Fabric:  93% Cotton 6% Polyester 1% Lycra

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Stretchy hardwearing fabric

• On trend slim fit leg 

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive moon branded trims 

• Dark denim wash 

• Ankle print on the inside visible when rolled up

• Classic 5 pocket design 

• Moon heritage leather badge
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STRIPED LS
AT A GLANCE

Stretchy but soft fabric

Moisture wicking 

Raglan sleeves for comfort

1

2

3

FZ HOODY 15-048

Made from heavyweight, soft jersey, the FZ Hoody is warm and 
comfortable to wear. Ribbed cuffs, hem and side panels mean you can 
move freely, while the high neck design, chin flap and generous hood help 
you stay warm between problems or reps. Classic front pouch pockets 
mean your hands stay warm as you contemplate your next move, while a 
zipped security pocket means you won’t lose keys or cash when upside 
down. Branding, as ever, is understated for an uncluttered look.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Purple Potion

Fabric:  80% Cotton 20% Polyester

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle) 

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is heavyweight brushed back jersey for warmth

• Generous hood with contrasting lining

• Moon branded embroidered badge

• Ribbed side panels cut for comfort and ease of movement

• Ribbed cuff and hem

• Large front pouch pockets with added zipped security pocket 

• Moon branded rivets

• High neck design with chin flap for comfort

METEOR JACKET 15-166

Made from the legendary Cypher pant fabric, this hardwearing jacket 
combines a tough outer in charcoal black with a bright taffeta lining, 
which feels soft against the skin. The body has quilted insulation with 
understated shaped stitching for an uncluttered look, with Moon branded 
zip pulls and logo on the chest pocket. There’s a generous hood with 
drawcord, chin guard and two zipped hand pockets to keep your things 
safe. Easy to wear and easy to look good in, outdoors or just out.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Outer: Charcoal Black, Lining: Apricot Orange

Fabric:   Outer: 60% Polyester 40% Cotton, Insulation: 90gsm 

synthetic insulation, Lining: Taffeta 100% Polyamide 

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/approach/routes/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Hardwearing and tough outer fabric (made from the legendary cypher pant fabric) 

bright taffeta lining which feels soft against the skin 

• Moon branded zip pulls

• Generous hood with drawcord adjustment 

• Quilted insulation with shaped stitching detail 

• Front contrast zip closure with chin guard 

• Front zipped chest pocket and hand pockets to keep your essentials safe 

• Elbow patch detail 

• Hem with drawcord adjustment

CLOTHING MENS
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STRIPED LS 15-193

A striking, easy to wear moisture wicking tee for most 
occasions. The soft, stretchy fabric feels good and is cut 
for comfort, with the thumbhole feature adding a bit of 
extra warmth. Distinctive Moon branding and contrast 
detail on the inside neck mark it out as a quality item. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Ebony/Blue

Fabric:   87% Polyester 13% Spandex 295gsm

Purpose / Activity: Training/bouldering/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Stretchy fabric with a soft hand feel, stripe detail  

and moisture wicking properties 

• Distinctive contrast moon branding

• Thumbhole 

• Contrast detail on inside neck

• Raglan sleeves for comfort 

CLOTHING MENS
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LOGO LONG SLEEVE TEE 15-134

Made from stretchy 100% organic cotton, these tees feel 
soft, are comfortable to wear and are environmentally 
friendly too. A patch breast pocket with the distinctive Moon 
logo marks the top out as a cut above the rabble. What more 
could you ask from something you can wear anywhere?

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Golden, Blue Shadow

Fabric:  100% Organic Cotton 

Purpose / Activity: 

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally friendly 

and comfortable with a soft hand feel

• Moon branding

• Patch pocket with Moon logo applique

• Contrast binding on inside back neck

POLO T-SHIRT 15-179

Cut in a traditional polo design, this shirt shares the 
functional features and discrete styling that sets Moon 
products apart. Made from stretchy 100% organic cotton 
that’s comfortable and soft to touch, you can both look 
and feel at ease, even when you’re working hard.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Ebony 

Fabric:  100% Organic Cotton

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally 

friendly and comfortable with a soft hand feel

• Front colour block panel

• Chest pocket detail 

• Moon branding 

• Button down collar 

ORGANIC COTTON TEES  
15-141 / 15-143 / 15-177 / 15-181 / 15-189 / 15-195 

Get the message across with a Moon tee: you climb and you’re serious  
about it, OK? Along with iconic imagery from the Peak District, graphics  
focus on Ben’s approach to climbing, whether hanging off a Moon  
fingerboard, campusing or advocating 100% commitment.  
Choose to tell it like it is.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours:  Punch, Ebony, Jet Black, Blue Shadow, Tango, Golden 

Fabric:  100% Organic Cotton

Purpose / Activity: Multi-purpose

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally friendly,  

and comfortable with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding

CAMPUS BOARD TEE 15-177
Graphic print feautring Ben training on the school 

room campus board  - Jet Black

MOON LOGO TEE 15-141
Classic look in contrast colours - Punch

CRAG LOGO TEE 15-189
Graphic print featuring burbage south - Tango

PUMP UP TEE 15-195
Celebrating 30 years since the first  

acsent - Golden

MNS FAUNA TEE 15-181
Local Sheffield graffiti artist Faunagraphic has done an 

original artwork depicting the peak district. Screenprinted 

graphics info printed inside t-shirt - Blue Shadow

FINGERBOARD TEE 15-143
Photo print showing Ben hanging off a  

Moon fingerboard - Ebony
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CLOTHING MENSCLOTHING MENS

TECH TEES 15-157 / 15-175

The Tech Tee does more than just look good. The soft bamboo fabric is 
breathable and cool, naturally deodorizing and has wicking propeties. 
Graphics are clean and clear. Go for the classic Moon 100% logo or sport 
a brand mantra: Train Hard, Climb Harder. Either way, people will know 
you mean business.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Vivid Blue, Classic Green

Fabric:  67% Bamboo 28% Organic Cotton 5% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Routes/bouldering/approach

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy and comfortable with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding

• Raglan sleeve 

• Bamboo fabric has many natural properties such as: breathable and cool, 

naturally deodorizing, soft, comfortable and moisture wicking 

HERITAGE TEES 15-171 / 15-197

Two Heritage Tees to add to the long line of Moon classics. Either claim 
it or aspire to the One Five Nine campus goal Ben pioneered all those 
years ago. On a more esoteric note, proclaim the martial arts mantra, 
Mushin, which means: mind with no mind. Go figure.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Purple Potion, Golden

Fabric:  50% Cotton 50% Polyester

Purpose / Activity: Multi-purpose/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is mélange look, stretchy and comfortable with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding

• Contrasting binding on inside back neck

• Screen printed graphics info on inside of Mushin t-shirt  

TRAIN HARD TEE 15-157
Slogan print

159 HERITAGE TEE 15-171
The aspirational campus goal

100% CLIMBING TEE 15-175
Logo print

MUSHIN HERITAGE TEE 15-197
Meaning mind with no mind which  

is a martial arts mantra 

VESTS 
15-056 / 15-138 / 15-159 / 15-178 

In a variety of colours with some cool graphics, Moon vests look the 
business and state their case. Made from soft organic cotton, they also feel 
good. Choose from four classic designs and leave no-one in doubt where 
your interests lie.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours:  Punch, Ebony, Tango, Purple Potion

Fabric:  100% Organic Cotton

Purpose / Activity: Training

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally  

friendly and comfortable with a soft hand feel  

• Moon branding 

100% CLIMBING VEST 15-056
Punch 

TRAIN HARD CLIMB HARDER VEST 15-159
Slogan print  - Tango

MUSHIN VEST 15-178
Meaning mind with no mind which is  

a martial arts mantra - Purple Potion

MOON LOGO VEST 15-138
Ebony

M
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Vicky Barrett and Alistair Patrick 
training at The School Room, Sheffield, 

Photographer: Tim Glasbyand train on problems set by professional climbers

Build your  
own MoonBoard



CARINA CORD PANT
AT  A GLANCE

  Fabric is stretchy and hardwearing

 Diamond gusset for freedom  
of movement 

 Ventilation eyelets on inside leg
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Great for warm days out (or indoor workouts), the Samurai range is easy to wear and casually 
stylish. Made from light-weight, quick-drying yet durable fabric, they feature the articulated 
knee and diamond gusset that make Moon pants so easy to climb in. There’s a harness-
friendly elasticated waist that you can roll down, which looks great with one of the vests or 
crop tops for a really relaxed feel. The low-profile pockets fit nicely with the style and don’t 
interfere with gear. The trousers have an elasticated ankle, so there’s no annoying flapping 
and no excuses that you can’t see your feet, while you can easily roll up the hem on the shorts. 
Moon branding is discreet, with contrasting trim and logo. This is a pared down, clean style 
aimed at serious sun seekers who don’t want any fuss, so an ideal travel companion.

20-147  |  20-148

SAMURAI SHORTS 20-148

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Heliotrope Purple, Tango

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant 

• Harness friendly flat elasticated waist with jersey roll down detail  

• Low profile side pockets for your personal effects

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive Moon branding

• No side seam to reduce bulk around the waist and hip area  

whilst wearing a harness

• Pared down, clean design

SAMURAI PANTS 20-147

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Midnight Blue, Tango, Heliotrope Purple  

Fabric:  65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant 

• Harness friendly flat elasticated waist with jersey roll down detail  

• Low profile side pockets for your personal effects

• Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Elasticated leg hem

• Distinctive Moon branding

• No side seam to reduce bulk around the waist and hip area  

whilst wearing a harness

• Pared down, clean design

CLOTHING WOMENS
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FARADAY JEAN 20-143

At last a skinny stretch jean for climbing! High quality denim blended  
with 6% polyester for durability and 1% elastane for comfort. As with 
all denim, the devil is in the detail, so Moon branded metal trims and 
stitching details for strength, and of course the Moon logo embroidery 
rising from the change pocket! A discreet diamond gusset is of course  
an essential feature. And most importantly, they look great on.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Indigo

Fabric:   93% Cotton 6% Polyester 1% Lycra

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, hardwearing 

• Contemporary slim fit leg

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive Moon branded trims 

• Classic 5 pocket design 

• Moon heritage leather badge

ROLL TOP CAPRI 20-150

The Roll Top Capri is ideal for a quick training session when you want 
something to work with you as well as look the part. The stretchy, quick 
drying fabric is cut to a relaxed, flattering fit, while shaped side seams 
with flatlock stitching give extra comfort. An elasticated jersey waist sits 
neatly under a harness or you can roll it down if bouldering or hanging 
out. There’s a zipped back pocket to keep your essentials safe, and the 
distinctive Moon branding completes these bright and breezy pants.  

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Midnight Blue, Punch 

Fabric:  87% Polyamide 13% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Routes/training

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, comfortable 

• Relaxed flattering fit with elasticated cuffs to allow for movement 

• Distinctive Moon branding

• Harness friendly flat elasticated waist with jersey roll down detail 

• Zipped back pocket to keep your belongings safe

• Shaped side seam to minimize harness interference

• Flatlock stitching for extra comfort and durability 

CLOTHING WOMENS
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Katja Vidmar, Le Plafond, La Dame Jouanne, Fontainebleau 
Photographer: Gasper Bratina
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HADLEY PANT 20-159

With a relaxed, flattering fit, these pants are made from soft, mid-weight cotton 
mixed with elastane for stretch. The low profile roll down waist includes a side 
tie detail to gather the band in further if you like to wear it that way, and there’s 
also a neat, concealed ankle adjustment. The panel gusset has embroidered 
eyelets to allow extra ventilation to keep you cool no matter what the situation. 
Dropped low profile front pockets and a subtle logo complete these good-
looking, highly functional pants available in two distinctive colours. Let’s move 
on from black. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Purple Potion, Golden

Fabric:  97% Cotton 3% Elastane 

Purpose / Activity: Routes/bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is soft feel mid weight cotton with elastane for stretch 

• Low profile roll down waistband 

• Tie for optional gathered waist detail

• Relaxed fit and dropped low profile front pockets 

• Panel gusset with embroidered eyelets to allow air flow and  

freedom of movement 

• Distinctive moon branding with heat transfer logo on RHS pocket

• Articulated knees 

• Concealed ankle adjustment

SIGMA STRAIGHT LEGGING 20-160

Moon’s Sigma legging combines neat design features with great styling to offer a 
useful, good-looking garment – if only all things were so! The stretchy, supportive 
fabric is cut to a flattering, feminine fit, stitched with flatlock seams and with a low-
profile, harness-friendly waistband for added comfort. The waistband also hides a 
key pocket. Moon branding finishes off this pair of leggings, easy to wear whether 
climbing, training or just chilling.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Black

Fabric:  87% Polyamide 13% Elastane

Weight:  280 g/m2 

Purpose / Activity: Routes/bouldering/training

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy but supportive 

• Flattering, feminine fit with a straight leg 

• Moon branding

• Low profile, harness friendly waistband

• Flatlock seams for comfort

• Hidden key pocket in waistband

• Opaque fabric

CARINA CORD PANT 20-161

Tough, stretchy fabric and a relaxed, straight leg cut combine with a diamond gusset 
and articulated knees to give freedom of movement when you need it. Ventilation 
eyelets on the inside leg help cool you down when the heat is on. Fastened with a 
button and zip fly, you can adjust the fit with the elasticated insert in the waistband. 
There are also belt loops. Featuring four pockets, and finished with distinctive Moon 
branded trims and rivets, these cords pack a punch as a practical, hardwearing pant 
designed for bouldering but wearable any time. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Dark Olive

Fabric:  97% Polyamide 3% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, hardwearing 

• Relaxed straight leg fit

• Diamond gusset for freedom of movement

• Distinctive Moon branded trims and rivets with moon heritage leather badge

• 4 pocket design

• Zip fly with button closure

• Stripey elasticated insert in waistband beltloops

• Ventilation eyelets on inside leg 

• Opaque fabric
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SIGMA LEGGINGS 20-154

Our climbing leggings are designed to be opaque, and hard wearing, to give 
you extra security when climbing. Whether you’re out bouldering, training or 
doing routes, sometimes leggings are just easier to wear than trousers, less 
faff. Here, you’ve got stretchy but supportive material cut to give a flattering, 
feminine fit. The low profile waistband sits comfortably under a harness.  
Go for ubiquitous black or the more adventurous geo print: both have  
usual Moon branding.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Black, Blue Shadow Geo

Fabric:  87% Polyamide 13% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy but supportive

• Flattering feminine fit

• Hidden key pocket in waistband

• Low profile harness friendly waistband

• Moon branding
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CELESTIA SWEAT 
AT A GLANCE

Stretchy brushed back jersey 
sweatshirt fabric

Relaxed cowl neck collar with 
drawcord detail

Ribbed panelling for comfort, 
stretch and ease of movement

Fitted feminine shape
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METEOR JACKET 25-159

Made from the legendary Cypher pant fabric, this hardwearing jacket 
combines a tough outer in charcoal black with a bright taffeta lining, which 
feels soft against the skin. The body has quilted insulation with understated 
shaped stitching for an uncluttered look, with Moon branded zip pulls and 
logo on the chest pocket. There’s a generous hood with drawcord, chin  
guard and two zipped hand pockets to keep your things safe. Easy to wear 
and easy to look good in, outdoors or just out. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Outer: Charcoal Black, Lining: Apricot Orange

Fabric:   Outer: 60% Polyester 40% Cotton, Insulation: 90gsm synthetic 

insulation, Lining: Taffeta 100% Polyamide

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/approach/routes/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Hardwearing and tough outer fabric (made from the legendary cypher pant fabric) 

bright taffeta lining which feels soft against the skin  

• Moon branded zip pulls

• Generous hood with drawcord adjustment 

• Quilted insulation with shaped stitching detail 

• Front contrast zip closure with chin guard 

• Zipped hand pockets to keep your essentials safe 

• Elbow patch detail 

• Hem with drawcord adjustment

CELESTIA SWEAT 25-171

The Celestia Sweat is the ultimate hoodie-sweater hybrid - it’s exclusive to  
our women’s range, so the guys are going to be jealous about this one. With  
its snood-inspired extra tall collar, those rests in the boulder field and crag will  
almost be comparable to getting wrapped in your favourite blanket. Its extra  
long sleeves and body length will keep all your extremities draught-free whilst  
its super-soft fleecy inner liner will do its job at keeping you cosy. It’s definitely  
our new go-to post-gym extra layer. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Purple Potion

Fabric:   80% Cotton 20% Polyester 

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle) 

Features / Benefits:

• Stretchy brushed back jersey sweatshirt fabric 

• Ribbed panelling for comfort and stretch and ease of movement 

• Moon branding including woven badge

• Hand pockets

• Fitted feminine shape 

• Relaxed cowl neck collar with drawcord detail 

CLOTHING WOMENS
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LEAF LOGO VEST 25-166

This vest will show them what you’ve been working on and 
allow you to flex those shoulders and biceps uninhibited. 
Designed as a loose fitting top in stretchy, soft fabric, you’ll be 
able to move freely on rock, plastic or wood. Moon branding 
is about as apparent as it gets, so do it justice. All that said, it’s 
a pretty neat design that looks and keeps you cool whatever 
you’re doing. The moon logo, but with a feminine twist.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Ebony 

Fabric:  50% Cotton 50% Polyester

Purpose / Activity: Multi-purpose/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is melange look, stretchy and comfortable with  

a soft hand feel 

• Racer back with gathered detail at back 

• Moon branding 

• Scoop neckline

• The vest’s graphic puts a feminine twist on the Moon logo

STRIPED LS 25-153

A striking, easy to wear tee for when you want to get active. 
The soft, stretchy moisture wicking fabric feels good and is 
cut for style and comfort, with the thumbhole feature adding 
a bit of extra warmth. Distinctive Moon branding and contrast 
detail on the inside neck mark it out as a quality addition to 
the wardrobe.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Ebony/Blue

Fabric:  87% Polyester 13% Spandex

Purpose / Activity: Training/bouldering/routes

Features / Benefits:

• Stretchy fabric with a soft hand feel, stripe detail  

and moisture wicking properties 

• Distinctive contrast moon branding

• Thumbhole 

• Contrast detail on inside neck

• Raglan sleeves for comfort 

CLOTHING WOMENS

LATIN TEE 25-177

The soft bamboo fabric has wicking and deodorizing 
properties so you’ll feel cool and confident wearing the Tech 
Tee even when the mercury rises or you’re pulling hard. In two 
on-trend colours and sporting a Latin maxim (which If you’re a 
bit rusty, means: “Believe that you have it and you do”), you’ll 
look good too. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Vivid Blue, Punch 

Fabric:  67% Bamboo 28% Organic Cotton 5% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Routes/bouldering/approach 

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy and comfortable with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding

• Screen printed graphics blurb on inside 

• Bamboo fabric has many natural properties: breathable, cool, 

naturally deodorizing, soft, comfortable and moisture wicking

• Latin proverb tee translating to ‘Believe that you have  

it and you do’

HERITAGE TEES 
25-179 / 25-180 / 25-181 

Ben commissioned Sheffield-based artists to design bold graphics to adorn 
these Moon tees. Each one features original artwork celebrating God’s own 
rock in more or less abstract images. The tee shirts themselves are made of 
loose-fitting, stretchy, soft fabric that’s comfortable to wear anytime. 

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours:  Blue Shadow, Ebony, Light Grey

Fabric:  50% Cotton 50% Polyester

Purpose / Activity: Multi-purpose/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is mélange look, stretchy and comfortable  

with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding 

• Scoop neckline

• Screenprinted graphics info printed inside t-shirt

• Graphics available: Mother Cap, Zodiak and Fauna

ZODIAK HERITAGE TEE 25-180
Original artwork from Sheffield based artist Yasmina - Ebony

FAUNA HERITAGE GRAPHIC TEE 25-181
Local Sheffield graffiti artist Faunagraphic has done an original 

artwork depicting the peak district - Light Grey

MOTHER CAP HERITAGE TEE 25-179
Original artwork from Sheffield based artist Yasmina - Blue Shadow

CLOTHING WOMENS
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CHUNKY RIB BEANIE 30-067

Sizes: One size

Colours: Saffron, Heather Grey, Zinfadel

Fabric:  100% Acrylic

Features / Benefits:

• Warm, skin soft classic bobble hat

• Relaxed fit, featuring a turn up with subtle moon branding 

• Pom pom
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SIGMA VEST 25-172

A pretty top that means business – and let’s you get on with it. The stretchy fabric is 
easy to move in but gives support. There’s a built in bra with discreet removable pads 
and the cross over, spaghetti straps are adjustable. Branding is minimal, letting the print 
and flattering cut speak for themselves. A great little addition.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Black, Blue Shadow Geo

Fabric:  87% Polyamide 13% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/routes/training

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy but supportive

• Cross over adjustable strap detail 

• All over print option 

• Built in bra support with discreet removable pads 

• Moon branding 

• Feminine style lines

• V neck 

HELIUS BRA TOP 25-176

A well-designed crop top that won’t let you down. The fabric is stretchy but supportive. 
Comfortable, wide straps finish in an open back detail. Feminine styling, discrete Moon 
branding and the option of the new Geo print deliver a top you’ll love wearing this season.

Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL

Colours: Blue Shadow Geo

Fabric:  87% Polyamide 13% Elastane

Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/routes/training

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy but supportive

• Open back detail

• All over print option 

• Moon branding 

• Feminine style lines 

• Round neckline 

• Wide shoulder straps ensure a flattering shape for wide shoulders
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MINI CYPHER PANT 35-004

One trip out bouldering or serious outdoor messing and that’s another pair 
of trousers in the bin – not any more. Moon has stepped in with a kid-friendly 
version of the Cypher pant that parents will love too. Made from the same 
stretchy, durable fabric and with the same Moon features for style and ease of 
movement as the adult versions, there’s added re-enforcement on the knees, 
bum and ankle to withstand sliding down rocks. A soft, elasticated waistband 
with adjustable drawcord and easy access side pockets help make these a 
really versatile design. So go for it kids: rough and tumble, no problem.

Sizes: 3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years

Colours: Midnight

Fabric:   Main: 65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane,  

Patches: 100% Polyester

Purpose / Activity: Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant with re-enforced 

knees, bum and ankle for withstanding sliding down rock

• Soft stretchy waistband with adjustable drawcord 

• Open side pockets

• Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement 

• Distinctive Moon branding

• Versatile design

KIDS JUPITER FZ HOODY 35-001

Bundled up in this heavy-weight hoody, there’s nowhere you can’t take 
the little cherubs. Its soft, warm feel, roomy cut and cool looks will mean 
there’ll be no fights about what to put on as you leave home – they’ll love 
it! The large front pouch pocket has plenty of room for bits and bobs and 
small hands, while the cosy hood means it’s not a disaster if they go out 
without a hat. There’s also a name label on the inside, so they won’t lose 
it at the wall, out and about or in school, hopefully….

Sizes: 3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years

Colours: Purple Potion 

Fabric:  80% Cotton 20% Polyester

Purpose / Activity:  Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing/school/lifestyle

Features / Benefits:

• Fabric is heavyweight brushed back jersey for warmth

• Moon original graphic print on back 

• Moon branded embroidered badge on front 

• Cut for comfort and ease of movement

• Ribbed cuff and hem

• Large front pouch pocket

• Contrasting front zip closure

• Name label on inside so you won’t lose it at the wall

CLOTHING KIDS

CRAG LOGO TEE 35-002

Sizes: 3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years

Colours: Punch

Fabric:  100% Organic Cotton

Purpose / Activity:  Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing/

school/lifestyle

Features / Benefits:

• Burbage south logo print on back

• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally  

friendly, and comfortable with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding 

SCRIBBLE TEE 35-003

Sizes: 3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years

Colours: Tango

Fabric:  100% Organic Cotton

Purpose / Activity:  Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing/

school/lifestyle

Features / Benefits:

• Scribble screen print on front 

• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally 

friendly, and comfortable with a soft hand feel 

• Moon branding 

HALF MOON TEES

Two cool kid’s tees: one with Burbage South on back; the other with a scribble Moon 
logo on the front. They’re made from stretchy 100% organic cotton fabric, so they’re 
comfortable to wear and environmentally friendly too. Do they care? We do.

35-002  |  35-003

Sylvie Moon climbing at The Foundry
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We at Moon climbing are proud to support local 
Sheffield artists and businesses where we can. 

To this end we have worked with select partners to create a number of 

bespoke products featuring distinctive styling with a touch of northern 

flair. Made for the discerning climber who likes to swim against the tide!

M A D E  I N  S H E F F I E L D

OZZIE:

Since 2008 Wall Climber Ltd have been building climbing walls, up and down the 
country in all shapes and sizes; now with over one hundred installed from toddler 
walls to large lead walls. More recently they have focussed on developing and 
manufacturing products for the climbing world. In their Sheffield workshop are two 
large format CNC machines which enable them to move from prototype through 
to a consistent, high quality final product. 

TIMFISHDESIGN:

timfishdesign is our award winning design consultancy of choice. Based in 
Sheffield, Tim’s team has been designing and developing Moon kit for nearly ten 
years. The Made in Sheffield range is our newest venture with timfishdesign, it’s 
designed, developed and manufactured in their new workshop. 

Dave grafting at timfishdesign 

MADE IN SHEFFIELD
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faunagraphic artwork

artwork

C  2015

MADE IN SHEFFIELD

SARAH:

Faunagraphic is one of the few British female eco - graffiti artists 
and is born and bred in Yorkshire. Her beautiful and delicate 
paintings feature birds, animals, nature and an element of fantasy.

www.faunagraphic.com

YASMINA:

Yasmina is a Sheffield based Multi-medium artist working 
from her city centre studio. Yasmina’s work involves the 
exploration of both fabric and paper prints, composed of 
supernatural, uncanny imagery on large scale works. 

www.yasmina.co.uk
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S AERIAL PACK 50-114

Sizes: One size, 1.2 kg, 38L 

Colours: Jet Black, Blue Jewel

Fabric:  P600D ripstop and non ripstop, lining N210D

Features:

• 38L capacity 

• Moulded foam back panel with internal aluminium stay

• Removable hip belt 

• Fully adjustable chest harness 

• Tension straps and roll down closure system 

• Central YKK zip with wide zip guard 

• Removable rope bag tarp

• Generous internal pocket

• Grab handle, embroidered branding, contrast trim 

• Zip pulls and buckles 

MOON BOULDERING BAG 50-222

Sizes: One size, 650g 25L 

Colours:  Saffron, Jet Black, Blue Jewel

Fabric:   P600D ripstop and non ripstop, lining N210D 

Features:

• 20L Bouldering bag with convertible shoulder strap  

or backpack carrying system 

• Large main compartment with 2 elasticated internal pockets, 

one internal zip pocket and a side water bottle pocket 

• Outer zip pocket for easy access and grab handle 

• Embroidered branding, contrast trim, zip pulls and buckles

S7 MUSETTE MIS 50-104
Colours: Petrol Blue 

Fabric:  100% Waxed Cotton 

Weight:  375gsm

Purpose / Activity:  Training/crossover (lifestyle) 

Features:

• Internal zip pocket 

• Great for going to and from the wall, can fit inside  

a bouldering pad or be used for everyday activities 

• Inspired by bandolier and traditional cycling musette bags 

• Moon woven badge 

• Zipped main closure 

• Adjustable and sturdy seatbelt webbing strap

• Waxed cotton fabric is water resistant

S7 ROPE BAG MIS 50-103
Colours: Purple, Red 

Fabric:  PU Nylon 

Weight:  4oz

Purpose / Activity: Routes/training  

Features:

• Adjustable and sturdy seatbelt webbing strap

• Moon woven badge 

• Classic moon buckle closure 

• Waterproof main fabric 

• Tarp funnel design for easy rope storage

• Colour coded rope tieing webbing loops 

• Can fit up to an 80m rope

HARD GOODS
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SPORT CHALK BAG 50-110

Sizes: One size 

Colours:  Saffron, Blue Jewel, Blackberry, Jet Black, CH Blue/Orange, CH Black/

Green, CH Saffron/Blackberry, CH Blackberry/Blue, Galaxy Blue/Punch, 

Galaxy Black/Saffron, Galaxy Saffron/White, Galaxy Blackberry/Fuscia

Fabric:  P600D

Features:

• Lightweight chalk bag 

• Revolutionary cordless closure system with popper lock, brush holder 

• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded 100% climbing label, belt included

• Grab handle, embroidered branding, contrast trim 

• Zip pulls and buckles 

BOULDERING CHALK BAG 50-112

Sizes: One size 

Colours:  Jet Black, Blackberry, Saffron, Blue Jewel, CH Blue/Orange, CH Black/

Green, CH Saffron/Blackberry, CH Blackberry/Blue, Galaxy Blue/Punch, 

Galaxy Black/Saffron, Galaxy Saffron/White, Galaxy Blackberry/Fuscia

Fabric:  P600D

Features:

• Large capacity, dry-bag closure system with velcro and buckle 

• Large front zip pocket with integrated brush holders 

• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded 100% climbing label

TRAD CHALK BAG 50-111

Sizes: One size 

Colours:   Blue Jewel, Jet Black, Saffron, Blackberry, CH Blue/Orange, CH Black/

Green, CH Saffron/Blackberry, CH Blackberry/Blue, Galaxy Blue/Punch, 

Galaxy Black/Saffron, Galaxy Saffron/White, Galaxy Blackberry/Fuscia

Fabric:  P600D

Features:

• Lightweight but roomy chalk bag 

• Revolutionary cordless closure system with  

popper lock, brush holder

• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded 100% climbing label 

• Belt included 
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DELUXE BOULDERING CHALK BAG 50-113

Sizes: One size 

Colours:  Saffron, Blue Jewel, Jet Black, CH Black/Green, CH Saffron/Blackberry, 

Galaxy Blue/Punch, Galaxy Blackberry/Fuscia

Fabric:  P600D

Features:

• Extra large capacity 

• Reinforced opening for easy access

• Wide base for stability and grab handle

• Drawcord closure system

• Large front zip pocket with integrated brush holders 

• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded 100% climbing label
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HARD GOODS

Miguel Navarro bouldering  
in Almenara’s Cave, Spain

S7 RETRO CHALK BAG MIS 50-116
Colours: Grey/Maroon, Grey/Pink, Grey/Blue, Grey/Purple  

Fabric:  100% Waxed Cotton 

Weight:  200gsm

Features:

• Waxed cotton fabric is water resistant

• Moon woven badge 

• Classic drawstring closure

• Foldable section to help prevent chalk spillage

• Hip belt with buckle closer 
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S PLUTO 55-106

Sizes: 100 x 100 x 8 cm (40 x 40 x 3.2 in) 

Colours: Saffron, Blue Jewel

Fabric:  P600D with PU coating

Features:

• Anti crease reverse fold taco style 

• Closed (25mm) and open cell foam (65mm) 

• Removable adjustable shoulder strap 

• Top and side grab handles 

• Anti slip base, aluminium buckles 

• Screen printed branding on landing surface

WARRIOR 55-107

Sizes: 130 x 100 x 11 cm (52 x 40 x 5 in)

Colours: Saffron, Blue Jewel, Blackberry

Fabric:  P600D with PU coating

Features:

• Anti crease reverse fold taco style 

• Backpack carrying system with waist belt and 

protective flap ensuring a seamless landing surface 

• Reconfigured carrying system now includes a  

chest harness

• Single sheet of open cell foam (95mm) sandwiched 

between 2 sheets of closed cell foam (25mm) 

• Top and side grab handles 

• Aluminium buckles 

• Anti slip base fabric 

• Carpet foot mat 

• Screen printed branding on landing surface

SATURN 55-108

Sizes: 160 x 120 x 13 cm (72 x 48 x 5.5 in)

Colours: Blue Jewel, Blackberry

Fabric:  P600D with PU coating

Features:

• Anti crease reverse fold taco style 

• Backpack carrying system with waist belt and 

protective flap ensuring a seamless landing surface 

• Reconfigured carrying system now includes a  

chest harness

• Single sheet of open cell foam (110mm) sandwiched 

between 2 sheets of closed cell foam (30mm) 

• Top and side grab handles 

• Aluminium buckles 

• Anti slip base fabric 

• Carpet foot mat 

• Screen printed branding on landing surface
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W H AT  I S  T H E  M O O N B OA R D ?
The MoonBoard is a simple flat paneled climbing wall 2.44m wide by 3.15m high, angled at 40 

degrees and set with a selection of user-friendly holds consisting of crimps, pinches, slopers 

and pockets. This type of training board is the most effective strength training tool for climbing.

For many years our customers have reaped  
the benefit of our MoonBoard system and there 
are now hundreds of MoonBoards all over the 
world both in private and commercial facilities.

MOONBOARDS

T H E  M O O N B OA R D  
C O N C E P T  I S  S I M P L E .

W H AT  I S  T H E 
L E D  M O O N B OA R D ?

It is a standardised training board easily built by the user to a standard specification 
(height, width, angle and t-nut grid). All MoonBoard holds are numbered and have 
a clear compass direction indicator. The MoonBoard holds and the standardised 
training board allows users all over the world to climb and train on the same 
problems as each other. It also has a built in logbook to record all your ascents 
including the number of tries it took for you to complete each problem. 

This MoonBoard system is supported by our website www.moonboard.com 
and our new free MoonBoard App. The MoonBoard website and App allows 
MoonBoard users to view and download the current hold set up (hold position 
and orientation) and a list of MoonBoard problems which have been set by users 
all over the world. The user is also able to add new problems and sort existing 
problems by grade (user grade and route setter grade), route setter, user rating, 
newest, oldest, easiest and hardest.

The MoonBoard LED system brings easy identification of problems to the MoonBoard. 
Beneath each MoonBoard t-nut position is an LED light, which is controlled by our 
MoonBoard App. When the user selects a problem on the App, the holds that make 
up that problem are illuminated by their corresponding LED lights. 

Our new LED system gives users access to 100s of MoonBoard problems in just  
a click and a swipe, making the MoonBoard training facility even more user-friendly  
and accessible than ever before.

Ben Moon training on an LED MoonBoard  
at The School Room in Sheffield

Photographer: Tim Glasby
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The user can choose the MoonBoard hold 
set up used on their wall.

View problems.

Light up problems (LED MoonBoard required). 

Easily and quickly add, sort & filter problems.

Built in logbook to record all your ascents

Grade and rate problems

Create multiple lists of problems (e.g. warm 
ups, favorites, projects, training routines).

Add users for group MoonBoard sessions.

Works on iOS, Windows and Android.

MOONBOARDS

W H AT  I S  T H E  M O O N B OA R D  A P P ?
Our new (and free) MoonBoard App brings all the benefits of the MoonBoard 

website to the user’s smart phone or tablet. It also includes several new features. 

The key features of the MoonBoard App are as follows.

MOONBOARDSTRAINING

MOONBOARD LED 
SYSTEM 60-141

TR
A

IN
IN

G MOON DUST 300G CHALK 
60-108

Sizes: 300g (10 oz)

Features:

• 100% pure magnesium, no additives

MOON 3 BRUSH SET 60-128 

Sizes: One Size 

Material: Wood/natural hog bristle

Features:

• Large bouldering brush 

• Two low profile chalkbag brushes 

• Handle fixture point 

• Engraved Moon branding

Our new LED system gives users access to 100s of MoonBoard 
problems in just a click and a swipe, making the MoonBoard training 
facility even more user-friendly and accessible than ever before.
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CAMPUS RUNGS 60-131 

Sizes: 18, 23, 29mm deep, 500mm long 

Material:  Wood = Marine grade birch ply

Features:

• Marine grade birch ply campus rungs in 3 sizes

• Can be used with bolt and screw fixings (not included) 

• Unique design incorporating two four finger pockets per rung. 

• Available individually 

DEADHANGING RUNGS 60-142 

Sizes: 18, 23, 29mm deep, 900mm long 

Material:  Wood = Marine grade birch ply

Features:

• Marine grade birch ply deadhanging rungs in 3 sizes to be used with screw 

fixings (not included) 

• Unique design incorporating six four finger pockets per rung, allowing 

narrow, shoulder width and extra wide grip positions 

• Available individually

MOON FINGERBOARD 60-107 

Sizes: 70 x 14 x 4 (27 x 5 x 1.5 in) 

Colours: Black, Green, Stone, White 

Material:  PU

Ability:  Intermediate/advanced

Features / Benefits:

• Compact, low profile

• Half joint finger edges through to incut finger jugs

• Two to four finger pockets

• Two different types of sloper

• Six fixing points, screws included, 

• Voted “Editors Choice” in US magazine Climbing

PHAT BOY FINGERBOARD 60-126

Sizes: 68 x 25 x 5 (28 x 10 x 2 in) 

Colours: Black, Green, Stone, White

Fabric:  PU

Ability:  All abilities

Features / Benefits:

• Same layout and hold types as the Moon fingerboard  

in a larger format

• Compact, low profile

• Half joint finger edges through to incut finger jugs

• Two to four finger pockets

• Two different types of sloper

• Six fixing points, screws included
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ORIGINAL SCHOOL HOLDS 60-116 

Sizes: Assorted 

Colours: Yellow

Material:  PU

Features:

• 40 handholds and 10 footholds

• Fixings not included

SCHOOL HOLDS TRAINING  
SET A 60-121 

Sizes: Assorted 

Colours: White

Material:  PU

Features:

• 50 bolt-on-holds

• Fixings not included

SCHOOL HOLDS TRAINING  
SET B 60-121 

Sizes: Assorted 

Colours: Black

Material:  PU

Features:

• 50 bolt-on-holds

• Fixings not included

POWER GRIPS SET A 60-117 

Sizes: Assorted 

Colours: Red, Black, Green, White, Moon Orange, Flouro Pink

Material:  PU

Features:

• 68 bolt-on-holds

• Fixings not included

POWER GRIPS SET B 60-118 

Sizes: Assorted 

Colours: Black, Green, Red, White, Moon Orange, Flouro Pink 

Material:  PU

Features:

• 69 bolt-on-holds

• Fixings not included

TRAINING

MOONBOARD FOOTHOLDS 
60-129

Sizes: Assorted 

Colours: Assorted

Material:  PU

Features:

• 10 bolt-on-holds

• Fixings not included
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Simon Weill collection “     As an exercise climbing is unrivalled, since every muscle in the 
body is used. It teaches judgment and courage and coolness in 
emergency, and makes you forget completely all the worries of 
everyday life. It is a wonderful chance for adventure in pure air and 
magnificent surroundings. Few who start climbing ever give it up. 
Once a climber always a climber.”  

Colin Kirkus, Lets Go Climbing, 1941



MOON CLIMBING

28 Cross Smithfield, Sheffield, S3 7AU, UK

W: www.moonclimbing.com     |     E: info@moonclimbing.com


